I hereby express my gratitude to Tumkur University which has provided us good computing facilities by establishing a well-furnished Computer Lab at Dr. P Sadananda Maiya Block, with computers and comfortable seating facilities. The University has also extended the existing Digital Library by installing twenty computers for improving access to electronic information resources at the Library Block. The University has also enhanced the capacity of the Language Lab by adding twenty Computers. It is learnt that these facilities have been provided by the University by utilizing the RUSA grants sanctioned by MHRD, Govt. of India and, Govt. of Karnataka. We, the students of Tumkur University are indebted to MHRD, Govt. of India and, Govt. of Karnataka for providing financial support to the University under RUSA for the creation of necessary infrastructure.
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I hereby express my gratitude that the University has provided us good Computing facility by establishing a well-furnished Computer Lab at Dr. Sadananda Mayya Block, with computers and good comfortable seating facility in the computer lab. The University have also extended the existing Digital Library by installing twenty computers for successful accessing of Digital Library Software at the Library Block. The University have also extended the existing Language Lab with more than twenty Computers. We have also come to know that this achievements by the University was made by utilizing the RUSA grants sanctioned by MHRD and State Govt. of Karnataka.
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I hereby express my gratitude that the University has provided us good Computing facility by establishing a well-furnished Computer Lab at Dr. Sadananda Mayya Block, with computers and good comfortable seating facility in the computer lab. The University have also extended the existing Digital Library by installing twenty computers for successful accessing of Digital Library Software at the Library Block. The University have also extended the existing Language Lab with more than twenty Computers. We have also come to know that this achievements by the University was made by utilizing the RUSA grants sanctioned by MHRD and State Govt. of Karnataka.